Mapping Passages to Freedom

August 29, 2017

Join us for a special Office Hours this Tuesday to hear outgoing DHLab Postdoc Jonathan Schroeder discuss his project, "Passages to Freedom: Worliding the North American Slave Narrative." This project uses data from the University of North Carolina's North American Slave Narrative corpus to map routes taken by the authors of the 103 extant autobiographical African-American slave narratives published before emancipation in 1863. Jonathan will present on the composition of the project in its current iteration, as well as future plans.

---

Jonathan Schroeder received his Ph.D. in English Language and Literature from the University of Chicago. His work has appeared in American Literature [1] and is forthcoming in Arizona Quarterly.

External link: http://web.library.yale.edu/dhlab/passagestofreedomtalk [2]
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